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New start screen, new demo scenes, new mega-scene browser 

Dozens of new usability-oriented tweaks and features

10-25% general improvement, 

>100% improvement in specific cases

Vastly improved (10-30X!!!) scene and texture load performance

Hi all! 

1.20 is finally here! Thank you for your patience and understanding, and most of all, your continued and amazing support!

This was the toughest release that I have ever worked on. I wanted to give 1.X a good sendoff since I will personally be moving to

2.X development after the 1.20 release cycle. The rest of the team will continue on 1.X so you can still expect more on that front

while 2.X is developed. More details in a future post.

1.20 contains 30 new features, 6 new content items, 46 tweaks, and 10 bug fixes! This is by far the most packed release to date

and the longest release notes ever. It took longer than I estimated because the new features required a lot of rounds of testing,

tweaking, and bug fixing. I'm quite happy with the final results, and I'm excited to see what people will create using the new

features geared towards making content easier. 

These are just a few of the highlights: 

Improved new and existing user experience 

Improved performance 

Still to come is a highlight video, but I did not want to delay the release any further to get that completed. That video will go live in

a few days. Beyond this, there are still two features to be released, and we have opted to move the Hub Integration to release

1.20.1 and the Scene Wizard to release 1.20.2. We expect additional feedback and bug fixes over the next couple of weeks that

will also be put into these minor releases. We will release 1.20.1 and 1.20.2 as soon as possible. In the meantime, you can use the

existing in-game web browser to browse the Hub. For more details on this release, please visit the 1.20 release announcement. 

Stay tuned for the upcoming video and releases. Thank you again for your continued support!

MeshedVR

Stiss

Morph

COMMUNITY VIDEOS
Enjoy 80 brand new, community created videos during the month of July! Find inspiration for your next scene with 

Virt-A-Mate's Erome Gallery! Interested in getting onto our galleries? The best way is by sharing your creations on the

#screenshots channel of the Discord server. 

Tutorial

W W W . P A T R E O N . C O M / M E S H E D V R

Enjoy 553 images from our talented community! There is really no better place to see what the community has been

up to than with this album. VaM is a global community, we invite you to see artistic and talented the community is!

You can enjoy the July Album on Slushe.com or the 

DISCOVER GREAT CONTENT

COMMUNITY GALLERY

V I R T - A - M A T E
A U G U S T  B L A S T  2 0 2 0

&
C O M M U N I T Y  S H O W C A S E

For anyone new to VAM, our Wallpaper pack offer a unique way to enjoy

community content through your day. Slap this folder on your desktop

backgrounds and VAM! You have ourself 122 stunning new images to

enjoy! Enjoy July's pack, and let us know what you think by connecting

with us on Twitter at @VirtAMate. 

DoA Bikini - remastered by SupaRioAmateur

Originally released by generic  male 51, this new release now fits very large and small

boobs!

Hair by Roac

Two variants on Arty hair - shoulder length and short

Yrneth by MissuGato

Meet Yrneth, a beautiful and also powerful deadly elven mystic from the kingdom of

Atreorenth! 

Ultimate VAM Stud textures  by Damarmau 

Damarmau combines the work of fellow vammers to create a suunning texture pack

for your VAM male models. 

Futa Demon by ClassSWeeb

For the futanari lovers, go no further than the works by ClassSWeeb! 

"Elsie's" Morph Preset by VAMDeluxe

Enjoy this stunning set of morph presents from long time contributor and creator since

VAM's inception, Mr. VAMDeluxe. 

Assets Tutorial by JustLookingforNothing

Tune in for "VAM Tutorial #18 -  All About Unity Assets Vol 1"!

 VAM Wallpapers pack #4

We have a growing presence on PornHub with some stunning community made content, be sure to check it out as

well!

Credit Miki

Credit Timbo

Tifa outfits by SupaRioAmateur

Mature Tifa is absolutely lovely, enjoy this re-envisioned version of Tifa's outfits as

SupaRioAmateur reimagined what her underwear would look like! 

Breast Physics Lab by MalMorality

With this ultra popular scene, you can test breast physics presents, experiment and

finetune your breasts to perfection!

For more stunning content like this, visit 
https://hub.virtamate.com

Virt-A-Mate Hub!

Credit Damarmau

Timeline V3 by AcidBubbles

Enjoy this popular and excellent animation communty plugin!  

Auto-Pupil by LFE

Check out this gorgeously realistic plug-in by LFE. Your model's eyes will react to

light!

Credit BooMoon
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